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Any more detail is theoretically irrelevant. A client is a client. 



Why hacking Java apps is practically difficult 

Showing how JavaSnoop solves the problem 

Demos, videos, details 





  No problem we do it all the 
time!! What’s an applet again? 

  Absolutely. I can scan that 
with WebInspect, right? 



Zero intel on applet. 

Looks to be some 
kind of chat thing. 

Not sure about 
protocols,   
exit points, data 
types. 

After eating Panda 
Express and bitching 
about lack of useful 
docs, time left:  

38 hours. 



1.  Pray it uses HTTP 
2.  Pray it has configurable proxy settings 
3.  Pray it doesn’t use serialized objects/

layer 7.5 encryption/custom protocols 

Applet MITM yourself 
Server 



   I setup Wireshark to look at the data. 

   Crap, it’s not HTTP. It’s some kind of bizarro 
protocol. That rules out Ethereal/Middler too. 



1.  Grab classes/jars 
2.  Decompile them 
3.  Perform source code review 

Theoretical next steps: 
4. Alter code 
5. Recompile evil client 
6. Send custom attacks 

Real next steps: 
4. Alter code 
5. Nothing compiles/works 
6. Tests never happen or  
     are invalid 



1.  I download the applet codebase. 
2.  I decompile the codebase. 
3.  I load the decompiled code into Eclipse. 

  Are you serious? 3800+ errors? Is every 
single line of code broken? 



1.  Pray the endpoints are HTTP 
2.  Pray it doesn’t require client certificates 
3.  Pray it doesn’t use serialized objects/

layer 7.5 encryption/custom protocols 

Fiddler, Burp, 
Webscarab, SoapUI Application 

endpoints 



   Tried to talk to the server.  

  Not sure about this traffic - some new 
raw-byte protocol?  

   F*#&ing stupid Java s*%#, mother*@#& 
bananas.  

   Entering Mel Gibson rage. 



If only there was a 
“WebScarab” or “Burp”, but for 

the Java Virtual Machine.  

If there was, I could tamper 
with method parameters like  
HTTP traffic. That certainly 

would have made Scary Movie 
3 easier to make.  

Also, I love you Arshan. 

-- Anna Faris 



we miss you pdp, come back 







Target application Our evil hacking program 
(JavaSnoop) 

Method 
parameters 

Return 
value 

Tampered 
method 
parameters 

Tampered 
return 
value 



  Have to read up on instrumentation.  

   Time left: 20 hours.  

  Am I really good at my job? Maybe I 
should have stayed in development/
snarky Slashdot commenting.  





Example of wedging 
in a println() at  
the top and bottom  
of a function. 
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Why hacking Java apps is practically difficult 

Showing how JavaSnoop solves the problem 

Demos, videos, details 



Step #1: Startup JavaSnoop 



Step #2: Startup target 



Step #3: Attach evil agent to target VM 

Java 
Agent 





Step #4: pick a method to hack and how 



Step #5: JavaSnoop inserts a callback 
into method, which soon gets called 

Java 
Agent 



Step #6: Tamper with the data 

Parameter # 

Parameter value 

Parameter type 





Step #7: Edit that carp. 



Step #8: Profit. 
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  Browse classes 
and their 
methods 

  Search by 
method name 

  Search by 
return type 
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  Remember that evil Java agent we install 
in our target program? 

   That little guy requires a lot of privileges 
to do the things he does 

   Those privileges aren’t usually granted to 
untrusted applets (which is smart) 





 Windows XP/Vista/7 
 Mac OSX 
 Linux 



   Thanks to Dave (Wichers|Anderson|Lindner), 
Jeff Williams, Nick Sanidas, Mike Fauzy, Jon 
Passki, Jason Li, Eric Sheridan, basically all 
the engineers at Aspect Security and Marcin 
Weilsdfisdfsdklfsdf of GDS for help/feedback/
code 

   RIP #madcircle #dword 
   Check it out for yourself: 

http://www.aspectsecurity.com/tools/javasnoop/ 

http://i8jesus.com/ 

http://twitter.com/nahsra 

Arshan Dabirsiaghi 


